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Abstract

In an effort to prepare more Native American engineers, counting the numbers who complete the educational task is important. More often overlooked, however, is that capacity building is another key measure of success, since reaching critical mass to obtain the numbers may take considerable time. In this paper, the co-authors are both the researchers and the research subjects. We are four engineers and/or scientists with advanced degrees with key roles in a multi-year collaborative pre-engineering education initiative between a tribally controlled college and two mainline universities. From our perspectives at one of those two mainline universities, we each wrote an essay reflecting on pre-determined questions. We briefly present our qualifications and then assess capacity building related to the summer camp experiential learning aspect of the initiative. We qualitatively analyze the essays and present persistent themes, along with consensus and divergent opinions. Four common themes dominated the essays including the importance of: (1) using experiential learning pedagogy, (2) building lasting relationships and networking, (3) including cross-disciplinary connectivity, and (4) taking advantage of positive but unintended consequences. We provide a recommended bibliography for faculty, staff, graduate students, and undergraduate student interns to provide a shared base of knowledge to improve collaborative cohesion.
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Introduction

This study is important because Native Americans are severely under-represented in STEM fields1-3. A goal of the National Science Foundation (NSF), through STEM education initiatives, is to encourage inclusion of under-represented ethnic groups and minorities to better reflect the make-up of the American population as a matter of social justice and as a source of diverse perspectives that can benefit all4. Capacity building for Tribally Controlled Colleges (TCCs) is a major component of measuring success, even though the numbers of students who earn degrees and establish careers remain important to all stakeholders5.

The focus of this paper is to report on progress in capacity building through NSF-funded summer camps, designed primarily for Native American students at a TCC on Pine Ridge Reservation (PRR) in South Dakota (and extending slightly into Nebraska). The summer camps are essential activities within NSF funded OSSPEEC, an acronym for Oglala Lakota College (OLC), South Dakota State University (SDSU), South Dakota School of Mines and Technology (SDSMT) Pre-Engineering Education Collaborative (PEEC) (Fig. 1).
An overall objective of OSSPEEC is to develop an OLC pre-engineering degree program with curriculum articulation agreements with four year engineering programs at collaborating schools so that OLC students can successfully transition to a mainline school offering a BS degree in engineering. The intent of this paper is neither to analyze the overall success of the summer camps nor OSSPEEC in general. Neither is the intent to describe in detail the summer camp research projects nor the perspectives of project leaders from collaborating schools, OLC and SDSMT. This paper provides the perspective of project leaders from SDSU based on essays in which they reflect about capacity building through OSSPEEC summer camps for 2011-2013.

OSSPEEC is the South Dakota component of the overall NSF initiative, Pre-Engineering Education Collaborative (PEEC). A goal of all PEECs is to produce more Native American or Native Hawaiian engineers. The NSF PEEC initiatives began in 2010 and are continuing with funding of four PEEC projects including South Dakota, North Dakota, Hawaii, and Wisconsin. In each PEEC, at least one mainstream university collaborates with one or more TCC or Native Hawaiian served community college for a total of 12 awards to 17 institutions⁵.
Articles about the OSSPEEC summer camp experience from the perspective of partner collaborating schools include Sawyer et al.\textsuperscript{6} and Tinant et al.\textsuperscript{7}, in this same proceedings. While those two articles and the current article only concern the summer camp aspect of OSSPEEC, other descriptions of OSSPEEC are available in the following articles: Fick et al.\textsuperscript{8–10}. A search of the literature resulted in an extensive list of related topics that we present as tables later in this article (Appendix B, Tables 1-5). For Table 1, we selected other PEEC and particularly relevant non-PEEC articles. For Table 2, we located articles about indigenous and under-represented populations within STEM education. For Table 3 we chose articles about community-relevant education, retention, and bridging. For Table 4, we picked articles about the philosophy, intent, and implementation of experiential learning, particularly aspects of service-learning (hybrid service-learning). For Table 5, we selected articles about ethics, social justice, and sustainable development.

The literature abounds with assessments of the general value of experiential learning, including service-learning for students in engineering education\textsuperscript{11–14}. In the opinions of the editors of a capacity building project report for NSF, undergraduate research intervention activities for minority populations were developed, based on success with NSF-funded minority graduate students in STEM majors\textsuperscript{15}. OSSPEEC summer camps incorporate experiential learning (including hybrid service-learning) and field based research (Figs. 2 and 3) for both undergraduate and graduate students to help build capacity for future success.

![Figure 2. OSSPEEC student interns and staff collaborate on environmental research related to ornate box turtles, *Terrapene ornata* on PRR. Left to right: Willis Zephier, Osceola Blue Horse, Erin Yellow Hair, Peter Delgado, Cami Griffith, Ree West (OLC staff project coordinator, supervised by OLC project leader Ale Higa), and Sean Franklin, 2013 OSSPEEC summer camp.](image-url)
Figure 3. SDSU and OLC undergraduate student interns collect soil and plant tissue samples, under field supervision by an SDSU graduate student, to test for concentrations of heavy metals environmental contaminants at a site west of Wounded Knee on PRR, 2011. L to R: Laura Henery, Sadia Malik, and Willis Zephier. (Photos by J.M. Kant)

Methodology

The authors are both the researchers and the subjects of the research after the manner of Lord, et al., using constructivist, participatory action methodology. The results are qualitative and narrative, extracted from four individual essays in response to pre-determined questions as the research instrument (Fig. 4). As researchers, we examined our resulting essays, and we present recurring themes as well as non-consensus opinions. We conducted a literature review and present selected references for all interested stakeholders related to OSSPEEC and similar initiatives, in which mainline universities collaborate with smaller colleges and universities that primarily serve underrepresented minorities.
CATEGORIES OF CAPACITY BUILDING CONCERNING OSSPEEC SUMMER CAMP FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF SDSU

1. Write a biography as the introductory part of your essay. It will be used to briefly describe why you are uniquely qualified to comment on the topic of capacity building through OSSPEEC summer camp experiences.

2. Write an essay explaining how we built capacity for each of the following through OSSPEEC summer camp experiences:
   A. OLC as an institution
   B. Pine Ridge Reservation
   C. SDSU as an institution
   D. SDSMT as an institution
   E. Undergraduate students
   F. Graduate students
   G. Faculty and staff
   H. Governmental agencies
   I. Stem disciplines in general

Figure 4. Research instrument to produce essays.

Our Qualifications to Comment on the Topic

We authors are the researchers and the researched in this article. We are all women and non-Native Americans with advanced degrees. Kant, Burckhard, and Min are educators and researchers in the Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering (CEE), at South Dakota’s largest university, SDSU, with an estimated overall student population of 12,000. Kilts recently graduated with an MS in CEE at SDSU and is interviewing for a career in engineering in the private sector or with the Federal government. Our teaching experience at the university level ranges from over twenty years for Burckhard to a few years for Kant and Min, to none for Kilts.

We are uniquely qualified to comment on the topic of capacity building within OSSPEEC summer camps because we all participated in the project in a variety of roles. As a group, we represent a continuum of those participants with the most power to set policy and to create change, those in the middle, and those with the least. Appendix A lists brief biographical sketches detailing our qualifications to comment on the topic of interest in this article.

Capacity Building: Recurring Themes

Four recurring themes dominated the essays including the importance of: (1) using experiential learning pedagogy, (2) building lasting relationships and networking, (3) including cross-disciplinary connectivity, and (4) taking advantage of positive but unintended consequences. We divided opinions by themes, although some straddle more than one category or have implications
for another category. We extracted the following comments from the four essays. We arranged them in the following order, identified by the italicized initials of the author: PI and Co-PI (S. R. Burckhard and K. Min), followed by the field supervisor (J. M. Kant), followed by the undergraduate student intern (W. K. Kilts). While we view OSSPEEC from four unique perspectives, we agree that capacity building is a major component of summer camps in the project, and it is a key measure of success because it builds potential for the future. We believe it is a necessary first step in building the numbers of students who complete the task of obtaining pre-engineering degrees and moving along to mainline universities.

1. **Using Experiential Learning Pedagogy**

Through summer camp hybrid service-learning projects, the PRR community identifies needs, and OSSPEEC students and faculty become involved in engineering issues that are important to local residents. It is a circular process that builds capacity for OLC with students and faculty conducting project based research across the vast expanse of the PRR. OSSPEEC summer camps produce higher visibility for OLC within PRR. Such awareness is important because it helps OLC to draw and to motivate students who can be involved in work that is meaningful in improving the quality of life on PRR.

- From the standpoint of undergraduate students from all three collaborating schools, OSSPEEC summer camps are important in building capacity. In many other college and university settings, undergraduate students typically lack the opportunity to work with faculty and graduate students in field based research and in hybrid service-learning projects that benefit the community. Such opportunities abound within OSSPEEC summer camps. The work is challenging and hands-on, and that motivates undergraduates. By working with faculty and graduate students, shoulder to shoulder, undergraduates see what they need to do to succeed, and they have close contacts, who mentor them. In some cases, undergraduates may not have the background to conduct the sophisticated research of which they are a part, but they are motivated to learn about the topic in order to solve problems that they see as relevant to quality of life on the PRR. That is not how learning occurs in most mainstream colleges and universities, but it works in OSSPEEC summer camps (*SRB*).

- For all three schools involved in OSSPEEC, experiential learning was beneficial for everyone involved. Hands-on learning seems to be preferred by students since they can see the benefit to be gained if they acquire skills that are of use in a real-world setting. For example, math becomes a subject that students learn not just for the sake of learning math. They learn because it has applicability for solving problems that help the community. The benefit to the PRR in collaborations using service-learning pedagogies is that community-identified needs may be met, and OLC and partnering schools became active partners in solving issues of local interest (*KM*).

- Capacity building for PRR is tied to helping OLC to be all that it can be. Self-determination on PRR can be increased through experiential learning pedagogies and through assembling evidence-based research to complement or to challenge the research of outsiders. That is crucial if PRR is to protect its self-interests and its environment,
particularly if PRR elects to engage in extraction mining and other forms of potentially hazardous economic development (JMK).

- Experiential learning pedagogies help to motivate the many non-traditional students at OLC and the traditional and non-traditional students from participating mainline universities. The real-world experience is of great value in building student confidence to help them succeed. There is an immediate connection for students, since they are able to see how they need to attack a problem through innovative thinking and through building skill sets (JMK).

- For undergraduate student interns from other participating schools, they also gain unique experience in working with faculty and graduate students in field-based research on the vast PRR. In the best-case scenario, their projects include forms of service-learning, so that they interact with locals and listen to their needs and involve their participation. They gain understanding of the processes involved in obtaining permission to work on PRR, including a rough idea of the Institutional Review Board (IRB) and Research Review Board (RRB) protocols. Non-native students also gain an understanding of reservation culture, and many outsiders report reassessing their long-held beliefs about reservation life (JMK).

- A major capacity building for faculty is that they discover aspects of service-learning and other experiential learning pedagogies and how well they work (JMK).

- In visiting and working on PRR, persistent poverty is abundantly evident. The need for social justice drives many participating faculty to do something to empower those who live or work on PRR through educational opportunities, including some forms of service-learning involving community voice. That creates capacity building because participating faculty encourage their peers to get involved, even if they are not a part of OSSPEEC (JMK).

- The summer camp experience provides OLC with a project to test different ways of applying experiential learning to determine what works and what does not work for their students. These lessons can then be applied to help Native students succeed. OLC is a leader among tribally controlled colleges in experiential learning (WKK).

- A number of the studies and projects conducted as part of OSSPEEC summer camp contribute to some of the goals of the Oyate Omniciye’s Official Sustainable Development Plan of the Oglala Sioux Tribe30, especially the natural resource knowledge base goal, including plant, animal, and water studies (WKK).

- For students from a non-reservation background, such as I, the summer camp contributed to my cultural sensitivity (WKK).

- Such experiential learning helps to build research data about remote areas, and it shows potential in helping to raise student interest, making it easier to recruit and retain students in a cultural setting where STEM majors a under-represented. Some of the lessons
learned could have the potential if applied in other settings involving under-represented minorities, poverty areas, or third world countries (WKK).

2. Building Lasting Relationships and Networking

Oglala Lakota College (OLC) built capacity through OSSPEEC summer camps by taking advantage of curriculum articulation agreements in their summer school program, forging alliances with mainline universities, networking with a variety of related projects, and enhancing their standing as a valuable resource through compiling research data from summer projects. By building lasting bonds within the OSSPEEC alliance, OLC is a stronger institution with more to offer their faculty and students.

- In building capacity, I cannot stress enough the primary importance of the continual building of trusting relationships between the PIs within OSSPEEC. That filters down to those whom they lead, but it starts with leaders (SRB).

- For SDSU, OSSPEEC summer camps build capacity because they create linkages to Native American college level students on our campus through their employment as summer interns. We share a connection to OLC with the state’s other large engineering school, SDSMT. Summer camps on PRR also increase our networking with the American Indian Education and Cultural Center on the SDSU campus (SRB).

- OSSPEEC summer camps build capacity for participating faculty and staff because they provide a venue for them to increase diversity in recruitment of undergraduate and graduate students for STEM disciplines (SRB).

- In addition, summer camps provide unique research opportunities for faculty with results suitable for publishing, an important aspect of professional development (SRB).

- All faculty and staff benefit from networking with peers from other schools so they can grow as individuals. There is personal satisfaction in working with OSSPEEC summer camp participants, and we acknowledge the privilege of working on PRR. We value the trust that builds with each new contact with OLC and the OST (SRB).

- OLC is becoming a major player in PRR research, and its alliances with the State’s two largest engineering schools increases the tribally controlled school’s status and record of accomplishments. Conversely, SDSU’s and SDSMT’s association with OLC builds their capacity to meet their mission statements and long term goals (SRB).

- We held the 2014 summer camp kick-off meeting for OSSPEEC near Pine Ridge, SD, during the last week of May. Attendees included faculty and students from OLC, SDSU, and South Dakota School of Mine and Technology (SDSMT), as well as tribal government agencies. The meeting made me better understand tribal cultures and current issues in the environmental engineering field on PRR. In the future, I will work with OLC faculty and students on algae nutrient uptake (KM).
Both SDSU and SDSMT built capacity to understand issues facing OLC because of the relationships built with faculty, staff, and students from all three schools. In addition, SDSU and SDSMT faculty and staff better understand administrative and educational differences and similarities at their two schools. The more involvement there is between schools, the more networking is created. This has been shown in such simple ways as accumulating lists of e-mails to improve communications; the OSSPEEC Wiki site used to provide a central information source; and continuing communications between faculty, staff, and students on sites such as Linked-In. In short, those involved know people and their interests so that they have the contacts needed to make things happen both now and in the future. Those links were not nearly as strong when OSSPEEC began (KM).

SDSU has built capacity within its own campus. We forged relationships on our campus with others interested in experiential learning, including ABET accreditation using service-learning. We built relationships with the American Indian Education and Cultural Center (AIECC) faculty, staff, and students at SDSU. Our relationship with AIECC is particularly important because of their extensive knowledge and networking with Native American students on campus, as well as tribally controlled high schools, colleges, and universities in our region. They are a crucial link in our reaching those populations. If we are to build a pipeline to bring students to the SDSU Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering, AIECC can play a key role. The AIECC also provides an invaluable sounding board for ideas to prepare more Native American students in STEM disciplines (KM).

As a part of capacity building, we are committed to building an effective pipeline of recruitment through stronger alliances with the reservation K-12 schools and all tribally-controlled colleges and universities in and near South Dakota (KM).

We established relationships with administration, faculty, staff, and graduate and undergraduate students from OLC, SDSU, and SDSMT, as well as tribal, State, and Federal government agencies. During OSSPEEC summer camps, as an integral part of the project each year, we established field headquarters at a motel near Pica Wiconi, the administrative headquarters of Oglala Lakota College (OLC) near Kyle, SD, on Pine Ridge Reservation (PRR). The SDSU student interns and I lived there for about six weeks in May-June, during summers 2011 through 2013. During July, we returned to the Department of CEE at SDSU to use the microwave digester and the spectrometer in the Water and Environmental Engineering Research Center (WEERC) lab in Crothers Engineering Hall. At SDSU, we ran our field samples of plant tissue, soil, sediment, and water, testing for concentrations of heavy metals (JMK).

OSSPEEC summer camps help build capacity for OLC because participation results in long-lasting relationships. While relationships between the OSSPEEC PIs and faculty are vital, equally important is mentoring of individual students by faculty and graduate students. Retention of faculty, staff, and students within OSSPEEC is valuable for long-term relationship building (JMK).
• Some faculty and staff from all three campuses participated through their presence on PRR, and others worked with OSSPEEC participants through distance communication. Others worked during the second half of summer camp in activities related to laboratory work and poster production on campus at SDSU (JMK).

• Other ways that OLC gains capacity through OSSPEEC is by stockpiling and by making accessible the results of summer PRR research. That research provides a database of information upon which OLC can build. Data includes heavy metals results from several SDSU-initiated projects, as well as OLC- and SDSMT-initiated projects such as geological mapping, water quality, stream health, LIDAR, sustainable housing, among others. OSSPEEC helps OLC to build a reputation as a school with research capacity and the capability to work in tandem with South Dakota’s two largest engineering universities. OSSPEEC reduces isolation for OLC and helps build communication that improves vitality and interconnectivity for all participating schools (JMK).

• For OSSPEEC-related heavy metals research projects, SDSU provided faculty and staff, including lab supervision by the senior chemist at SDSU’s Water and Environmental Engineering Research Center (WEERC). The use of the WEERC lab included access to a microwave digester, spectrometer, vented hoods, refrigeration unit, ovens, lab ware, chemicals, argon gas, and disposable lab supplies. In addition, SDSU required and provided yearly, on-campus, lab safety training for all SDSU students and faculty working in labs. Such training provided capacity building for OLC because SDSU student-interns (including a student with dual enrollment at OLC and SDSU) and staff were certified to work in the WEERC lab and other labs that met safety requirements. Without such training, they could not participate in lab work (JMK).

• OSSPEEC also built capacity for SDSU and SDSMT because of the opportunities to conduct research projects alongside PRR residents and those who live elsewhere but work on PRR. Locals comprise a valuable resource because of their unique familiarity with the area (JMK).

• Capacity building at SDSU includes stronger networking between CEE with the SDSU on-campus American Indian Education and Cultural Center’s (AIECC’s) faculty, staff, and students, including the Native American Club. An alliance between CEE and AIECC is building, with potential for recruiting, and retaining Native American engineering majors (JMK).

• In examining the literature, searching for examples of increased capacity building from other NSF-sponsored Pre-Engineering Education Collaboratives (PEECs), the publications by participants at North Dakota State University (NDSU) were most helpful. For example, the NDSU model of working with all tribally controlled high schools and colleges in their state shows measurable success in bringing Native American students to engineering, and we strive to learn from their example (JKM).
I see capacity building happening through the lasting relationships built among faculty. There is a sense of camaraderie that they are blazing new trails and doing something that matters. There is great personal satisfaction in being part of OSSPEEC (JMK).

The greatest benefit of OSSPEEC for tribal government and its various agencies on PRR is that OLC is increasingly seen as a “go-to” place for expertise from a tribally controlled college that is a trusted resource. Tribal government on PRR is making headway in producing and archiving information to defend their viewpoints about the management of reservation resources. Tribal government is now moving in the direction of increasingly relying on OLC and of integrating OLC students into tribal regulatory agencies, even before the students complete their degrees (JMK).

OLC gained from having experienced engineering and science faculty work with them to help improve their pre-engineering program. The presence of faculty and students from SDSU and SDSMT helped to show what two ABET accredited universities would expect of students coming into their programs. Through the summer camps, OLC built connections with two mainline universities where OLC students may eventually transfer. The shared OSSPEEC summer camp experience may ease the transition to non-reservation schools (WKK).

The summer camp sparked discussion, investigation, and networking with successful Native American students about factors underlying their successes (WKK).

My time working in the WEERC lab provided an opportunity to know the lab’s senior chemist and to demonstrate my lab skills to her. That helped me to obtain the WEERC lab assistant position in fall 2011. I worked there during my senior year and during graduate school. That employment helped me to finance and to finish my undergraduate degree and to attend graduate school (WKK).

By interacting with 2013 summer camp interns in the SDSU lab, I met the summer interns’ lab supervisor Dr. Karen Min, for whom I later worked as a teaching assistant (WKK).

For reservation-based students, OSSPEEC summer camp provides a unique introduction to SDSU or SDSMT campus life through interacting with off-reservation faculty and students. OLC students asked questions, got advice, and heard stories about the SDSU and SDSMT campuses and college communities and lifestyles from successful students attending those two colleges. That happened while they were in their comfort zone and the home turf of OLC and the reservation. . . . Reservation-based students talked with Native students who had made the transition from the reservation or surrounding areas--to SDSU or SDSMT (WKK).

The camp was a good opportunity for faculty and staff to network and to learn more about the talent available in the engineering and science departments at each institution. The relationships built might serve as a foundation for future collaborations involving reservation research undertaken by faculty and the students they mentor. Faculty from all
three schools met students from other institutions, and they exchanged ideas about student preferences in learning styles. All of those events built capacity for faculty and staff (WKK).

- Two of the women student interns had completed the surveying course at SDSU. When the SDSMT professor gave us the surveying equipment, I wondered if he expected to teach us how to use it. We enjoyed his expression of happiness when we proved immediately competent because of our prior training. Shortly, he produced business cards and the talk of “you should consider SDSMT for graduate school” (WKK).

- Student interns from three different South Dakota colleges/universities have a chance to learn more about agencies such as Indian Health Services (HIS), South Dakota Department of Environment and Natural Resources (SDDENR), and United States Geological Survey (USGS). Student interns experience first-hand the types of projects in which these groups are involved. Governmental agencies can build stronger relationships with OLC, SDSU, and SDSMT. In particular, IHS is able to interact with students for purposes of recruitment for engineers and interns. Students who are interviewing for some of these positions have unique reservation experience to offer employers (WKK).

- The OSSPEC summer camp was also a key factor in a number of opportunities that helped me through graduate school. The camp provided an opportunity for me to know Drs. Berdanier and Burckhard, both OSSPEC PIs. . . . Summer camp helped me and other students to gain skills and confidence in interacting with faculty in general (WKK).

3. Including Cross-Disciplinary Connectivity

Another capacity building benefit resulting from OSSPEC summer camps is SDSU’s access to research opportunities on the remote and far-reaching PRR with its relatively unexplored natural resources. Another important factor is access to indigenous knowledge and working with local residents who are familiar with the locale.

- Graduate students heighten capacity building by playing the role of mentors and role models for undergraduates in OSSPEC summer camps. The resulting research benefits all stakeholders, and it increases the level of sophistication of academics at OLC and builds their research databases that may spawn related projects (SRB).

- The multidisciplinary nature of the research is very appealing and beneficial for personal and professional growth. Diverse teams can solve complex problems in different manners compared to a team of all similar people (SRB).

- Capacity building increases because of OSSPEC summer camps for Tribal, State, and Federal agencies. Summer camp participants produce evidence-based data that is valuable for governmental agencies in managing the region’s varied natural resources. OSSPEC summer projects result in data that is current and local, rather than outdated and regional (SRB).
• Project leaders from SDSU are especially concerned with heavy metals concentrations in water, sediment, plants, and soils on PRR, a topic with little evidence-based research history. We are beginning to better understand this locale with relatively high levels of naturally occurring heavy metals, particularly uranium, arsenic, and selenium (SRB).

• STEM disciplines should benefit from more inclusive and wider ranging points of view (SRB).

• As one example, OLC experienced the regulations and training for lab safety that are required by SDSU faculty, staff, and students in order to be able to work in a campus lab containing hazardous materials, whether on their own campus or another. That resulted, unexpectedly, in lab safety training being offered at SDSMT for OSSPEEC faculty and students if they needed such training in summer 2013 (KM).

• We have seen in OSSPEEC cross-disciplinary fieldwork studies that we also encourage students in all fields of STEM, not just engineering. The experiential learning provides exposure to other fields, such as math, GIS, biology, and geology, so that students may discover interests about which they are passionate. Thereby, all STEM disciplines benefit from diversity enhancement, as we help build capacity by encouraging under-represented minorities to enter those disciplines (KM).

• One of the most important capacity building aspects of SDSU’s involvement in OSSPEEC is the benefit of cross-disciplinary research. Interdisciplinary field projects show students the value of science, technology, and math in solving engineering problems. By broadly defining “environmental engineering,” in particular, students are better able to see the relationships. Cross disciplinary connectivity also helps students to identify their research passions and the necessity of mastering other skills of less interest that are necessary to reach their goals (JMK).

• OSSPEEC increased capacity building for OLC by remaining flexible in approach. For example, OLC established a herbarium with professional quality plant vouchers as an offshoot of other OSSPEEC-related plant research on PRR that was initiated by SDSU in 2011 and 2012. Since OLC already had an unused herbarium case, establishment of their herbarium helped make use of existing equipment and helped them build an on-going resource for biological science and environmental engineering That advance is significant because PRR plants are largely unrecorded within mainstream science, and their existence is often simply inferred because most, but not all, grow in adjacent counties. The project also increased networking between OLC’s and SDSU’s herbaria, through participation and supervision of OSSPEEC students by curator Dr. Gary Larson of SDSU. In addition, SDSU provided laboratory space in Berg Hall and acid-free voucher paper and other materials and tools for the production of completed plant vouchers for the OLC herbarium in 2012 and 2013 (JMK).

• Another example of taking advantage of cross-disciplinary activities in the OSSPEEC alliance involves capacity building by assisting with plant identification at the rare turtle research project initiated by OLC on PRR. OSSPEEC faculty and students helped to
enhance the research project through plant photography, collection, identification, and preparation for voucher assembly in 2013. While tracking and monitoring of rare turtles is a main focus for the project, adding to plant knowledge in defining the preferred habitation grounds complemented the research (JMK).

- I met many new people, and learned about their areas of interest. Student interns met others representing various STEM majors, and that helped us build multi-disciplinary teamwork and networking skills. For example, an engineer would evaluate and define a type of soil in a somewhat different manner than a plant scientist. We also learned some GIS skills, essential for our careers in that rapidly expanding field. Students gained experience in preparing and presenting field research either by Power Point or poster, before an audience of their peers and a variety of instructors (WKK).

- In my case, some of the benefits of the OSSPEEC summer camp experience became evident a year or so later. When talking to and comparing myself to some of my peers, I found that my transition to graduate school from undergraduate was noticeably easier. I was more prepared to participate in research projects and to manage my own thesis project. I was also more prepared to ask questions that helped lead to my thesis topic. The summer camp experience also provided me with valuable insight in how to plan and manage field work. The summer camp experience is a great way to introduce students to the research process by creating a mini-experience or an introductory experience that touches on the major steps: how to ask a research questions, methodology, sample techniques, data management, and data analysis (WKK).

4. Taking Advantage of Positive but Unintended Consequences

SDSU has many positive connections to Native American related projects throughout the state. We are working to make the most of each of those and to relate them to OSSPEEC summer camps where possible. We believe that we need to interest Native American students much earlier in their educations if they are to select engineering as a career choice. The OSSPEEC summer camp recruitment process brought that to our attention, and we are seeking remedies. That builds capacity for future success.

- Suddenly, engineering becomes relevant to daily life because it solves problems. Finally, local residents see what engineers do in a setting that is up close and personal. Now there are reasons why locals might want to consider engineering education because it is powerful. Besides the direct engineering projects, funds spent on the reservation boost the local economy (SRB).

- Students may see and participate in a concept in the field then later learn about the theory behind the concept in a class. There are times when the undergraduate students know more than the graduate students or faculty, because we are on their home area. This is empowering for the undergraduate students to realize (SRB).

- There is an aspect of social justice that is long overdue in the alliance that comprises OSSPEEC summer camps (SRB).
• We invited engineers from Indian Health Service (IHS) to present career opportunities and to conduct an OSSPEEC field visit to a wastewater treatment plant in Kyle, SD in summer 2013. That provided another alliance within OSSPEEC, and it exposed students to professionals with careers in STEM. That was prompted by OSSPEEC student interns who expressed an interest in health careers related to their summer camp experience. Thus, we took advantage of unexpected opportunities as they arose (KM).

• At SDSU there is more interest in increasing the numbers of all under-represented minorities in engineering, including women. Thus, I see OSSPEEC having a ripple effect, particularly within STEM disciplines (JMK).

• I am an example of student capacity building. As an undergraduate, I was very sure that I did not want to go to graduate school or to write a thesis. My summer camp experience with OSSPEEC helped to change that. I graduated from SDSU in May 2014 with an MS in Civil Engineering (WKK).

• Prior to my OSSPEEC experience, I would not have considered IHS as a potential employer, but now as I finish graduate school, I am including them in my job search. My experience within OSSPEEC makes me more open to a career with the State, such as SDDENR (WKK).

Non-Consensus Themes and Opinions

While four consensus themes consistently dominated the four essays we wrote, non-consensus themes and opinions about capacity building also emerged. Those included social justice and unique opportunities for women engineers and scientists to succeed. Other secondary and non-consensus themes included the importance of diversity within STEM disciplines and OLC’s central position as a participant in current PRR research, including heavy metals concentrations in the overall environment, as well as water quality.

Selected Bibliography

After reviewing the literature, we selected the following references (Appendix B, Tables 1-5) that provide broader insights for effective implementation of “bringing engineering to Indians,” as Paul Boyer5 refers to our overall goal. Table 1 includes North Dakota State University-related and other tribal collaborations in STEM, particularly engineering21-36. Table 2 includes indigenous and under-represented populations in STEM education10-11, 16, 37-45. Table 3 includes community-relevant education, retention, and bridging46-58. Table 4 includes philosophy, intent, and implementation of experiential learning, particularly service-learning12-14, 59-79. Table 5 includes ethics, social justice, and sustainable development80-90. We recommend these references (and those by OSSPEEC authors previously cited in this article) for faculty, staff, graduate students, and undergraduate student interns within OSSPEEC, as well as others with an interest or engagement in similar initiatives. While each reservation and tribally controlled college is unique, through perusing these references, stakeholders may benefit from increased collaborative cohesion and from lessons learned from others.
Conclusion

We introduced ourselves as four women engineers or scientists with advanced degrees, playing various roles in OSSPEEC, from PI’s, to field supervisor, to undergraduate student intern. OSSPEEC is a multi-year NSF funded initiative between a TCC and two mainline universities with the main goal of bringing pre-engineering education to Native Americans. We extracted consensus opinions from the essays each of us wrote about the importance of capacity building through OSSPEEC summer camps for those involved and those outside the project. Four themes emerged, representing consensus opinions including: (1) experiential learning, (2) relationships and networking, (3) cross-disciplinary inclusion, and (4) flexibility and open-mindedness. We share our individually unique perspectives and experiences within the project, but we all agree that capacity building is a major component of OSSPEEC summer camps, and it may be viewed as a measure of success in the task of bringing engineering education to Native American students. We present selected references as a basis for understanding and enhancing collaborations between TCCs and mainline universities.
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Appendix A, Research Subjects’ Qualifications to Comment

Joanita M. Kant: The first participant, representing one of the researchers and the researched, J. M. Kant, currently serves as a research scientist, focusing on OSSPEEC related projects, in the Department of CEE at SDSU. From January 2011 through December 2013, Kant worked as the service-learning coordinator for SDSU within OSSPEEC. During that period, she was a PhD candidate at SDSU in Biological Sciences with a Plant Science specialization, and graduated in December 2013. As an OSSPEEC staffer, she helped recruit student interns from SDSU for OSSPEEC, and worked as a graduate teaching assistant and a graduate research assistant in CEE. Kant and the SDSU student interns lived on PRR for about six weeks in May-June, during summers 2011 through 2013. During those years SDSU established field headquarters at a motel near Pica Wiconi, the administrative headquarters and one of the campuses for OLC near Kyle, South Dakota. Each of those years during July, they returned to CEE at SDSU to use the microwave digester and the spectrometer in the Water and Environmental Engineering Research Center (WEERC) lab in Crothers Engineering Hall. There they ran field samples of plant tissues, soil, sediment, and water, testing for concentrations of heavy metals environmental contaminants.

During summer 2012, Kant and former OSSPEEC PI, Bruce Berdanier, continued to establish professional relationships, network with administration, faculty, staff, and graduate and undergraduate students from OLC, SDSU, and SDSMT, as well as tribal, State, and Federal government agencies. In August 2012, they attended a symposium in Minneapolis, Minnesota, to exchange ideas at a gathering of a variety of PEEC participant leaders, along with NSF staff. Kant gained a broader understanding of PEEC projects through listening to challenges and proposed solutions from non-South Dakota PEECs, who were trying to accomplish the same task of collaboratively bringing engineering to Native Americans or Native Hawaiians. NSF staff encouraged all the PEECs to tell their stories to provide a better understanding of the task for evaluators, funders, and those to whom funders answer.

Within a grant from the South Dakota Humanities Council (SDHC), a state program of the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH), Kant served as a PI in 2012-2013. She conducted plant research on Rosebud Reservation (Fig. 1) in a partnership including Native American participation and perspectives, as an adjunct to her research on PRR. In late summer 2012, Kant took up residence at St. Francis, South Dakota, on Rosebud Reservation during the week of the Rosebud Fair, where she conducted interviews with 32 participants, resulting in a journal article with others, currently in review by Great Plains Research. She is a long-time speakers’ bureau scholar on Native American and minority topics for the SDHC.

Kant served as a service-learning consultant at SDSU in 2010 as an AmeriCorps VISTA (Volunteers in Service to America). Her work involved a campus-wide effort with a diverse student population and a wide variety of departments, including CEE, during a time when service-learning became part of CEE Capstone Design.

Suzette R. Burckhard: The second participant, S. R. Burckhard, is an OSSPEEC PI. She is a professor in the Department of CEE at SDSU since 1997, with teaching experience of nearly 30 years. She is a former USDA Water Quality Fellow. Burckhard teaches undergraduate and graduate student courses in environmental engineering, water quality and quantity in surface and
groundwater. She manages the BSCE and MSCE programs at SDSU, including new student orientation, recruitment, and retention.

Burckhard began mentoring OSSPEEC students at SDSU since the project launched in 2010. Since summer 2013, she served as senior PI for OSSPEEC. Since 2011, she advised OSSPEEC students in heavy metals research at SDSU labs by providing advice and direction for sampling and analysis protocol, and interpretation of results. In spring 2014, she attended community outreach meetings at Pine Ridge, South Dakota, to listen to community concerns and needs that might be addressed by experiential learning projects.

Burckhard is a long-time advocate for under-represented minorities in STEM disciplines, including acting as faculty advisor for Society of Women Engineers. She taught the multicultural engineering seminar at Kansas State University. Currently, she conducts K-12 engineering outreach, including URMs in poverty areas. She co-hosts No Child Left Behind workshops for high school teachers to help incorporate engineering into high school classes. Burckhard is passionate about making engineering more appealing to Native American students because diversity matters in solving increasingly complex problems facing engineers in the modern day.

**Kyungyan Min:** The third participant, K. Min, is also an OSSPEEC Co-PI. When she began working on the project in June 2013, Min was a part-time research associate in the Department of CEE at SDSU. She continues to teach undergraduate courses at SDSU since August 2013 with a specialty in environmental engineering.

During OSSPEEC summer camp 2013, Min visited OLC’s *Piya Wiconi* campus laboratories in the Department of Math, Science, and Technology, near Kyle, South Dakota. She provided some OLC faculty with lab safety materials and protocols used by mainline universities.

During summer camp 2013, Min oversaw a presentation and field trip organized by Indian Health Service (IHS) for OLC. The presentation provided the opportunity for OSSPEEC students and faculty to learn about the Sanitary Facilities Construction Program of IHS, as well as career opportunities. IHS staff from offices in Martin and Pierre, South Dakota, described past and current PRR projects, including housing, drinking water, and wastewater treatment.

As a part of OSSPEEC summer camp 2013, Min assisted four Native American undergraduate student interns in analyzing heavy metals in soil samples collected on PRR, using facilities and instrumentation in the WEERC laboratory at SDSU. Once they completed the lab work, she assisted student interns at SDSU in preparing their posters and presentations.

In outreach activities to another TCC, Min conducted an experiential learning engineering workshop on water treatment processes at Sinte Gleska University on Rosebud Reservation (Fig. 1) in fall 2013. While her interests are in bringing engineering to Native American students, she specializes in tailoring workshop presentations to needs expressed by those college leaders and by using hands-on learning strategies.

Min attended the OSSPEEC 2014 summer camp kick-off meeting in Pine Ridge, South Dakota. Attendees included faculty and students from OLC, SDSU, and SDSMT, as well as OST governmental agency representatives. Thereby, she gained a better understanding of tribal culture and current issues related to environmental engineering on PRR. As a result, she plans to
work with OSSPEEC students, staff, and faculty in collaboration with the OST on water projects related to algae nutrient uptake.

**Whitney K. Kilts:** The fourth participant, W. K. Kilts, served as an undergraduate student intern, working mostly as a research assistant during OSSPEEC 2011 summer camp. At the time, Kilts pursued dual degrees in Chemistry and Civil Engineering from SDSU. That summer, she assisted and shadowed a Native American, Civil Engineering graduate student, Jesse DeCoteau, whose goal was to earn an MS at SDSU. DeCoteau and Kilts collected river and tributary surface water and sediment samples in the field, mostly off-reservation in northwestern Nebraska and southwestern South Dakota. Their work included a few samples on PRR, but they mostly collected samples in areas south and west of reservation borders. The OST and OLC are particularly interested in the results because DeCoteau and Kilts sampled watersheds that directly impact PRR. The objective was to determine heavy metals concentrations in the field samples to help build evidence based research to help OST manage their natural resources.

Kilts also spent several days collecting stream data and surveying with the OLC and SDSMT groups and assisting with soil and plant collection and identification for a heavy metals project supervised by Kant of SDSU. After the SDSU crew moved back to Brookings, South Dakota, to use the WEERC labs to analyze field samples in July and August, Kilts assisted with the microwave digestion of surface water, sediment, soil, and plant tissue. During summers 2012 and 2013, Kilts worked as a part-time lab assistant with WEERC and aided the lab’s senior chemist in preparing to host OSSPEEC summer camp graduate and undergraduate student interns.
Table 1. Selected references: North Dakota State University-related and Rowan University-related tribal collaborations in STEM, particularly engineering.


---

**Table 2. Selected references: Indigenous and under-represented populations within STEM education.**


37. Boyer, P. 2011. Ancient Wisdom, Modern Science: The Integration of Native Knowledge at Tribally Controlled Colleges and Universities. Published by Salish Kootenai College Press, Pablo, Montana and Distributed by University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln, Nebraska.


Table 3. Selected references: Community-relevant education, retention, and bridging.


Table 4. Selected references: Philosophy, intent, and implementation of experiential learning, particularly service-learning.
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**Table 5. Selected references: Ethics, social justice, and sustainable development.**


